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ON A QUESTION OF QUILLEN

BY

S. M. BHATWADEKAR AND R. A. RAO

Abstract. Let R be a regular local ring, and / a regular parameter of R. Quillen

asked whether every projective R /-module is free. We settle this question when R is

a regular local ring of an affine algebra over a field k. Further, if R has infinite

residue field, we show that projective modules over Laurent polynomial extensions

of Rf are also free.

Introduction. In [Q] Quillen posed the following

Question. Let R be a regular local ring and f a regular parameter of R. Are all

finitely generated projective R¡-modules freel

An affirmative answer implies the

Conjecture (Bass-Quillen). Let R be a regular local ring. Then every finitely

generated projective R[T]-module is free.

Lindel [L, Theorem] has proved the Bass-Quillen conjecture when R is the local

ring of an affine algebra over a field k at a regular point (not necessarily closed).

However, it is not clear whether a positive solution to the Bass-Quillen conjecture

implies the truth of Quillen's question. Therefore the latter is, apart from its

application to the Bass-Quillen conjecture, of some independent interest. In this

paper we settle the Quillen question affirmatively when R is a regular local ring of an

affine algebra over a field k.

Curiously, in this case we are able to reduce the Quillen question to the

Bass-Quillen conjecture via the following interesting result (see Theorem 2.4).

Theorem A. Let R be any local ring. Then every stably free R[T]-module is free if

and only if every stably free R(T)-module is free.

Swan has given an example of a four-dimensional regular affine complex algebra

A and a projective module P over A[Y, F-1] which is not extended from A [Sw, §2].

Moreover he has shown that Pv is free for every prime ideal p of A. Theorem A

shows the fact that Pv is free is not accidental.

Swan's example leads us to consider projective modules over Laurent polynomial

extensions of Rf. The constraints in the proof of Theorem 2.4 force us to reconstruct

a different approach in this context. However in this approach we need to assume
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that R has infinite residue field. In Theorem 3.2, we prove

Theorem B. Let R be a regular local ring of an affine algebra over a field k with

infinite residue field, and let f be a regular parameter of R. Then every finitely

generated projective Rf[Xx,...,Xn, Yj\..., Yjj ' \-module is free.

Consequently, all finitely generated projective R[Xx,...,Xn, Yj\..., Yjjx]-

modules are free.

Mohan Kumar has answered the Quillen question affirmatively when R is a power

series ring over a field [Mo, Corollary 2]. In the last section of this paper we extend

his  arguments  to  show that  every  finitely generated projective Rf[Xx,_Xn,

Yj\..., y^'j-module is free. As an interesting application of this result we prove

that every finitely generated projective R(T)[Xx,...,Xn, Yx*',..., y„f ']-module is

free when R is a power series ring over a field.

1. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper all rings will be commutative noetherian

and all modules will be finitely generated.

(A) Patching technique. Let \p: B -» A be a homomorphism of rings and let s be an

element of B such that:

(i) s is a non-zero-divisor in B.

(ii) \¡/(s) is a non-zero-divisor in A.

(iii) 41 induces an isomorphism B/sB ^ A/\p(s)A.

The commutative diagram

B      -     A

(1.1) I I

resulting from a situation as above will be called a patching diagram.

We shall sometimes describe (1.1) as B -* A is analytically isomorphic along s.

It is easy to see that diagram (1.1) is cartesian (i.e. B is the fibre product of Bs and

A over As).

Let P(R) denote the category of all finitely generated projective ^-modules.

Given a patching diagram (1.1), the corresponding square

P(B)     -     P(A)

i I

P(BS)     -    P(AS)

is cartesian. This is a special case of a classical result of Milnor as shown in [Ry].

Examples. (1) Covering diagrams. Let s and t be elements of a ring B such that

Bs + Bt = B. Assume s is a non-zero-divisor in B. Then B -* B, is analytically

isomorphic along s.

(2) Let B = k[[Zx,.. .,Zp_x]][Zp] and A = k[[Zx,.. .,Zp]], where A: is a field. Let/

be an element of B which is a distinguished monic in Zp, i.e. it is a monic polynomial
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in Z with its lower degree coefficients belonging to the maximal ideal of

fc[[Z,,...,Z ,]]. As a consequence of the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem we see

that

B     =*     A

f 1
B,    -    A,

is a patching diagram.

(3) Let (R, m) be a local ring. A monic polynomial f E R[T] is called a

Weierstrass polynomial if / = T" + axT"~l + ■ ■ ■ +an, a¡ E m for/' = 1,2,...,«.

Let/ £ R[T] be a Weierstrass polynomial. Then we have a patching diagram:

R[T]      - Ä[T](m.r)

r i
*[T]r   -   R[r](m.n[i//]

Proof. Undoubtedly, we do have an inclusion map R[T] ** Ä[T](m r). Since/is

monic, Ä[T]/(/(T)) is semilocal, and any maximal ideal n of it "sits" over m. But

since f(T) E n and / is a Weierstrass polynomial, we have T G n. Therefore

n = (m, T). Thus R[T]/(f(T)) is local, and so

R[T]/(f(T)) = R[T]/(f(T)\mT) = R[T](m,T)/(f(T)).

(4) Let A be a flat Z-algebra. Then applying <8>ZA to the patching diagram (1.1),

we get a new patching diagram

B® A     -»     A ® A

I i

Bs <8> A     -*    y4f ® A

In applications here we shall take k = 2{Xx,...,Xn,Yx±l,...,Yjjl], a Laurent

polynomial ring over Z.

(B) Regular k-spots. Let ac be a field. By a regular spot over a field k we mean a

localisation Cp of a finitely generated Â:-algebra C at a regular prime p G Spec C.

Lindel [L, Proposition 2] analysed regular Ac-spots over perfect fields as étale

extensions of rings of the type K[Zx,...,Zn\,v,Z)Z z y We shall need the

following finer analysis (see proof of [N, Theorem 2.8]):

Proposition. Let (R, m ) be a regular k-spot over a perfect field k. Let g Em andf

be any regular parameter of R with (g, f) a sequence. Then there exist a field K D k

and a regular K-spot R' such that:

(i) R' = K[Zx,...,Zd](<piZ]) z )> where <p(Zx) E K[ZX] is an irreducible monic.

Moreover, we may assume Zd — f.

(ii) R' =* R is an analytic isomorphism along h for some h E gR D R'.

Remark. If R above has infinite residue field then the field K is also infinite.
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2. The Quillen question for regular £-spots. We begin this section with a lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let R be a semilocal ring and let R[T] be a polynomial algebra in one

variable over R. Let J be an ideal of R[T] containing a monic polynomial. Let

H(J/J2) = d > 2, where ¡x(J/J2) denotes the minimal number of generators ofJ/J2.

Then there exist gx,... ,gd E J such that (gx,... ,gd) = J. Moreover, gx can be chosen

to be monic.

Proof. Let hx,...,hdbe elements of / such that (A,,.. .,hd) + J2 = J. Let g G /

be a monic polynomial and let gx = A, + gN. Then for N » 0, gx is monic.

Moreover, ix(J/J2 + (gx)) = d - 1. Let R' = R[T)/(gx) and J' = J/(gx). Then /'

is an ideal of R' with n(J'/J'2) - d — 1 s= 1. Since g, is monic, R' is semilocal.

Therefore there exist g'2,...,g'dEJ' such that (g2,...,g'd) = J'. Let g, be a lift of g,'

in J for 2 < « =£ d. Then obviously (g,, g2,... ,gd) = /.

In this paper R(T) will denote the localisation of the polynomial algebra R[T] by

the multiplicatively closed subset of all monic polynomials in R[T].

We use Lemma 2.1 in the proof of the following important theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Let R be a local ring and let P be a projective R(T)-module such that

P © R(T) - R(T)d'. Then there exists a projective R[T]-module Q such that Q ®

R[T] =* R[T]d and Q ®«m R(T) « P.

Proof. Let Y — T"1 and R = R[Y]^mY) where m denotes the maximal ideal of R.

Then R[Y] ■=* R is analytically isomorphic along Y and we have the patching

diagram

R[Y] ^ R

R[Y,Y-']     -     RY(=R(T))

Let [ax,...,ad] denote a unimodular row of R(T)d defining the projective module

P over R(T). Since RY — R(T), without loss of generality we can assume that

a, E Rfor I < i < d. Let /be the ideal of R generated by ax,. ..,ad. If ju(7) < d — 1

then, since R is local, one of the generators, say ad, belongs to the ideal generated by

the rest of the generators ax,...,ad_x. But then P ^ R(T)d~l and, taking Q-

R[T]d~ ', we are through. Therefore we assume that d — ¡i(I).

Since [a,,... ,ad] is a unimodular row over RY we have Y" E I for some positive

integer n. Let J = I n R[Y]. Then, since R[Y] =* R is analytically isomorphic along

Y and Y" G /, it follows that JR - I and ¡x(J/J2) = d>2. Therefore by Lemma

2.\,J = (gx,...,gd) and g, is monic in Y. Since R is local and ß(I) — d, there exists

an element a of GLd(R) such that [g\,-.-,gd]o — [ax,...,ad]. Now consider the

following short exact sequence:

0 - R[Y, Y'1] -* R[Y, Y-X\d - g' -» 0

lr-*[g,,...,g</]
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Since Y" EJ = (g\,...,gd), [gi,---,gj is a unimodular row of R[Y, Y~x]d. There-

fore Q' is a projective R[Y, y_1]-module and P ~ Q' ®Ä[y,y->) RY. But Q'gi is free

and g, is monic in Y. Hence by [Sw, Lemma 1.3] there exists a projective module Q

over R[Y-]] such that Q' - Q ®Ä[y-.] Ä[T, F"1]. Now Q' © Ä[7, y-1] « R[Y, Y~l]d

and therefore

(ß©Ä[y_,])y-i ^R[Y,Y]]d.

Hence, by [Q, Theorem 3 and Su, Theorem 1], Q © Ä[T_1] =* Ä[y-']i', and we are

through.

Corollary 2.3. Let R be a two-dimensional local ring with {- E R. Then every

stably free R(T)-module is free.

Proof. By Theorem 2.2 it suffices to show that every stably free Ä[T]-module is

free. A proof of this can be found in [BR, 2.7].

As an easy consequence of Theorem 2.2 we get Theorem A.

Theorem 2.4. Let R be a local ring. Then every stably free R[T]-module is free if

and only if every stably free R(T)-module is free.

As an application of Theorem 2.4 we prove

Theorem 2.5. Let R be a regular spot of dimension d over a field k, and let f be a

regular parameter of R. Then every finitely generated projective R¡-module is free.

Proof. Let P be a projective Äy-module. If d = 1 then Rf is a field and there is

nothing to prove. So we assume d > 2.

We first assume that k is perfect.

Let g be an element of R such that Pg is free. Without loss of generality we may

assume that g and/have no common factors in R. Hence (g, /) is a sequence in R.

Now by [N, Theorem 2.8], as stated in the preliminaries, there exist a field K D k

and a .K-spot R' = K[ZX,.. • ,Zd](<p(Z) z¿) such that R' -» R is analytically isomor-

phic along A for some A G gR D R'. Moreover Zd = /.

Therefore R'z -* Rf is analytically isomorphic along A. Hence, since Ph is free, by

(1.1) there exists a projective /?'z -module Q such that P — Q ®Ä-Z Rf. Therefore it is

enough to prove that Q is free.

Let S = K[Zx,...,Zd_x]{viZí).Zdù and T=Zd\ Then R'Zd = S(T). Now we

are through in view of Theorem 2.4 and [L, Theorem].

In general we can reduce the problem to the case when the ground field k is

perfect as follows:

Let k0 be the prime subfield of k. If k is not perfect then tr deg¿ k > 1. By the

argument of Swan (see [L]) there exist a function field k' of k0 contained in k and a

regular A:'-spot R' containing/such that:

(l)R'~*R;

(2) fis a regular parameter of R';

(3) projective module P extends from Rj,

(4) trdegfto k'>\.
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Since k' is a function field of k0, R' is a spot over k0 also. Moreover, as R' contains

k', by virtue of (4), R' has infinite residue field. This observation will be needed later

in Theorem 3.2.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5.

3. Laurent polynomial extensions of Rf. We begin with a proposition which we

shall use in the sequel.

Proposition 3.1. Let B be a one-dimensional noetherian domain, and let A be an

overring of B[T] which is contained in its quotient field. Assume that A is a unique

factorization domain. Then every projective A[Xx,...,Xn,Yx±l,...,Yjjl]-module is

free.

Proof. We induct on n + m. If n + m = 0, then by [R, Theorem 1.1(A)] every

projective ^-module is a direct sum of a free module and a rank one projective

module. Since A is a U.F.D., Pic ,4 = 0. Thus every projective ^-module is free.

Assume n + m > 0. Let P be a projective A [Xx,.. .,X„, Yj\..., Y„j ' ]-module.

Case (i). Let n > 0. Let S denote the multiplicatively closed subset of A[XX]

consisting of all monic polynomials in Xx with coefficients in B. Then B[T, Xx]s =

B(XX)[T]-*A(XX).

Therefore, by induction, P ® A(XX)[X2,.. .,Xn, Yj\..., Y^] is free. Therefore,

there exists a monic polynomial/ G A[XX] such that Pf is free. By [Su, Theorem 1], P

is free.

Case (ii). Let n = 0. Let S' denote the multiplicatively closed subset of A[YX]

consisting of monic polynomials in Yx with coefficients in B. Then B[T, Yx]s, —

B(YX)[T]^A(YX).

Therefore, by induction, P ® A(YX)[Y2±\..., Y^] is free. By [Sw, Lemma 1.3], P

"extends" from A[Yj\ Y2±],..., Y*1].

By case (i) above, P is free.

Theorem 3.2. Let R be a regular spot of dimension d over a field k with infinite

residue field. Let f be a regular parameter of R. Then every finitely generated projective

Rf[Xx,.. .,X„, Yj\..., Y^]-module is free.

Proof. Let P be a projective Rf [ Xx,..., Xn, Yj ',..., Yjj ' ]-module.

As in Theorem 2.5 we may assume that k is perfect.

In this case we prove the result by induction on d. If d < 2 then dim Rf<\, and

by [Sw, Corollary 1.4], P is free. So let d> 2. In general, by the corollary just

mentioned, P ® L[XX,... ,Xn, Yj',..., Y„jl] is free, where L denotes the quotient

field of R. Therefore, for some g G R, Pg is free. Without loss of generality we may

assume that g and/have no common factors. Thus, (g, f) is a sequence in JR.

Now by [N, Theorem 2.8] as stated in the prehminaries, there exist an infinite field

K Z) k and a A"-spot R' = K[ZX,.. .,Zd\^(Z ) z ¿d) such that R' ^ Ris analyti-

cally isomorphic along A for some A G gR n R'. Moreover Zd = f. Therefore R'z =* Rf

is analytically isomorphic along A. Hence, as before, we may assume that P extends

from R'Zd[Xx,... ,Xn,Yj\... ,Y^X\. Call it P still. Thus it suffices to prove that
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every projective module over R'Zd[Xx,...,Xn, y*',...,Y*1] is free. We note here

that d > 2. To prove this we shall use the following simple lemma (see, for example,

[N, Proposition 1.11]).

Lemma 3.3. Let I be an ideal of a polynomial ring B[TX,... ,Tn] of height > 2. Then

I contains a nonzero homogeneous polynomial.

Let C denote K[Z2,...,Zd] and let S denote the multiplicatively closed subset of

C consisting of all nonzero homogeneous polynomials in C. By Lemma 3.3,

dimCs< 1.

Now R'z 5 is a localisation of CS[ZX]. By Proposition 3.1, Ps is free. Hence for

some F E S,PF is free. We may assume that Zd does not divide F in C.

LetF=T, + ZdF2,0^Fx G K[Z2.Zd_x].

Since K is infinite, we may change Z, to Z, + a,.Z2, for 3 < / < a* — 1, for suitable

a, G K and assume that F(1,0,... ,0) ¥= 0 with respect to the new set of variables,

i.e. upto a unit F is a monic in Z2 with coefficients in K[Z3,...,Zd]. Note that in

view of the homogeneous change of variables, F will be homogeneous with respect to

the new set of variables.

Let

R' = K[ZX, Z3,...,Zd]/v,Zi)Zj.z¿),

B = R'[xx,...,Xn,Yj\...,Yf:1]    and

A=R'[xx,...,X„,Yx±\...,Ym±x].

By §1(A), Example 3, we have an analytic isomorphism B[Z2]^> A along F. Since

(F, Zd) is a sequence in ¿?[Z2] we get a patching diagram

BZd[Z2]      -     AZd

Since T>is free, P extends from 5Zrf[Z2] (= Ä'ZJZ2, *„.. .,*„, Yx±x,..., Y*1]). By

induction all projective Bz [Z2]-modules are free. Thus, P is free.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

Corollary 3.4. Let C be an affine algebra over afield k. Let R — C„, where p is a

nonmaximal regular prime ideal of R. Let f be a regular parameter of R. Then every

finitely generated projective Rf[Xx,...,X„,Yx±l,.. .,Yrj] \-module is free.

In the consequences below, R will denote a regular spot over a field k with infinite

residue field.

Corollary 3.5. All projective R(T)[XX,.. .,Xn, Yx±l,..., Yjjx]-modules are free.

Proof. Since R is local, R(T) = R[T-]](mT-t)[l/T-{]. Thus, this is a particular

case of Theorem 3.2.

Corollary 3.6. All projective R[XX,.. .,Xn, Yx±x,..., Yjjx]-modules are free.
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Proof. Immediate from Corollary 3.5 by using Suslin's monic inversion theorem

[Su, Theorem 1].

We have not been able to resolve whether projective Rf[Xx,. . . ,Xn,

Y,* ,..., YOT* ' ]-modules are free when R has finite residue field. However, we believe

it to be true, and towards this end we prove that all projective

jRAXX,...,Xn, Y,*',..., YOT*']-modules of rank s* dim Rf are free.

Before this:

Proposition 3.7. Let B be a reduced noetherian ring of dimension d and let A be an

overring of B[X] which is contained in its total quotient ring. Then any stably free

projective A[XX,.. .,Xn, Yj[,..., Yjjx\-module P of rank s* d + 1 is free.

Proof. We induct on n + m. If n + m = 0, this is a consequence of [R, Theorem

1.1(B)].

The general proof can be argued as in Proposition 3.1.

We now prove

Theorem 3.8. Let R be a regular spot of dimension d over a field k and f be a

regular parameter of R. Then every projective R¡[Xx,...,Xn, Yx~',..., Yjj'\-module

of rank > d — 1 is free. In particular if d = 3, then every projective

Rf[Xx,.. .,Xn, Yj1,..., Y^-module is free.

Proof. Since all projective modules over Rf[Xx,... ,Xn,Yx±x,... ,Yjjx] are stably

free, by Swan's theorem [Sw, Theorem 1.1] every projective Rf[Xx,...,Xn,

y,~',..., ym"']-module of rank > d is free. Our additional claim is that projective

modules of rank d — 1 are also free.

Via Swan's argument (see [L]) we may assume k is perfect. As before, we may

reduce the problem to the case when R = K[ZX,.. .,Zd\^(Z )Z.z 5 for some field

extension K of k and/ = Zd. Of course, K may be finite now.

Let P be a projective Rf[Xx,...,Xn, Yj*1,..., Y^'j-module of rank > d - 1. We

prove that P is free by induction on d. We know that if d < 2, then P is free.

Therefore we assume that d > 2.

Let R = K\Zx,...,Zd_x\v(ZsXZi Zdù. Now ÄZA„, is a localisation of

Rz    [Zd]. Since dim Rz     < d — 2, by Proposition 3.7 Pz    is free.

Let R' = K[Zx,...,Zdl2,Zd](q>(ZôtZ2iZd_2:Zd). Then"ï'Zd[Zd_x]^RZd is an

analytic isomorphism along Zd_x. Therefore, since Pz is free, by §1(A), Example

4, P extends from R'Zd[Zd_x, Xx,.. .,X„, Y*1,..., Y*1]. By induction, P is free.

Corollary 3.9. Let Rbe a regular k-spot of dimension d. Then:

(i) Every projective R(T)[XX,... ,Xn, Yx±1,...,Yrjl]-moduleofrank s* dis free.

(ii) Every projective R[Xx,...,X„, Y,*\..., Yjjj' \-module of rank s* d is free.

We discuss some examples:

Examples. R will denote the field of real numbers.

(1) This example shows that Theorem 2.5 is not true for any arbitrary / G R. Let

R = B[X, Y, Z\x Y Z), /= X2 + Y2 + Z2. It is easy to see that the projective

module P over Rf, given by the unimodular row (A', Y, Z), is not free.
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(2) This example shows that Corollary 3.6 is not valid if we replace a regular

fc-spot by a nonsingular affine /e-algebra. For another example see [Sw]. Let

R = R[*, Y, Z]/(X2 + Y2 + Z2 - 1) be the coordinate ring of the real 2-sphere

S2. Let P be the projective R[T, T""']-module defined by the unimodular row

((1 — x)T + (1 + x), y, z), where x, y, z denote the images in R of X, Y, Z,

respectively. Then P is not extended from R. This is because P/(T— l)P is free,

whereas P/(T + l)P is isomorphic to the tangent bundle of S2 and so is non trivial.

4. Laurent polynomial extensions of k[[Zx,.. .,Zd]]f and k[[Zx,... ,Zd]](T).

Proposition 4.1. Let k be a field, and let R = k[[Zx,...,Zd]]. Let f G R be a

regular parameter of R. Then every finitely generated projective R¡[Xx,...,Xn,

Yj\..., Yrjl]-module is free.

Proof. The case when n = m = 0 was covered in [Mo]. Our proof covers this case

too.

Since R is complete and / G R is a regular parameter of R, we may, without any

loss of generality, assume that/ = Z,.

We prove the result by induction on d. If d = 1, Rz is a field and the result is due

to Swan [Sw, Corollary 1.4]. Let d> 2. Let P be a projective RZ[XX,...,X„,

Yj1,...,Yjj']-module. In general, by the above-mentioned corollary of Swan, there

exists g ( + 0) in R such that Pg is free. We may assume that Z, \ g.

Let g = g, + Zxg2, gx (# 0) being a power series in Z2,... ,Zd.

After a change of variables involving Z2,...,Zd only, one may assume that gx, and

so g, is regular in Zd. By the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem we can assume that g

is a Weierstrass polynomial in k [[ Z,,..., Zd_, ]][ Zd ] up to a unit.

Let S — k[[Zx,.. .,Zd_x]\. Then, by §1(A), Examples 2 and 4, we have an analytic

isomorphism

s[zd,xx.x„,y,±1,...,ym±']-Ä[A1,...,^,yr1,...,ym*1]

along g. Since (g, Z,) is a sequence we have an analytic isomorphism

Sy\zd,X.X„,Yjl.Ym*]^RZi[xx,...,Xn,Yjl,...,Y„jl]

along g.

Since Pg is free, P extends from Sz¡[Zd, Xx,.. .,Xn, Yj1,..., Y„j1]. Induction

prevails.

Now we prove the main result of this section, which is the analogue of Corollary

3.5 when R is complete.

Theorem 4.2. Let k be a field. Then every finitely generated projective

k[[Zx,... ,Zd]](T)[Xx,.. .,Xn, Yj1,..., Y^]-module is free.

Proof. Let R = k[[Zx,... ,Zd\], A - R[T~l](Zi    ZdT->y It is easy to see that the

natural inclusion map A ■=* Ä[[T-1]] is analytically isomorphic along T~l.

Observe that since R is local, AT-\ = R(T).
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By §1(A), Example 4, we have a patching diagram

A[xx,...,Xn,Yjx,...,Y:]] -       R[[T-x]][xx,...,Xn,Yjl,...,Ym±x]

R(T)[XX,...,X„, Y*1,...,Y«*1]     -    R[[T-l]]T-,[xx,...,Xn, Yjx,... ,Ym±x]

Since by Proposition 4.1, all projective modules over R[[T~l]]T-\[Xx,... ,Xn,

Yj1,..., Y*1] are free, P extends fromA[Xx,.. .,Xn, Yj1,..., Ym±l].

Therefore, it suffices to prove that every projective A[XX,.. .,Xn, Yj1,..., Y^*']-

module is free.

We can find a g G R such that Pg is free. We may, without loss of generality,

assume that g is a Weierstrass polynomial in Zd with coefficients in S =

k[[Zx,...,Zd_x]]. Then S[Zd] =■» R is an analytic isomorphism along g. Conse-

quently B[Zd] =-> A is an analytic isomorphism along g as by §1(A), Examples 2 and

3, where B = S[T~l](Z.¿¿.„T-'y

By §1(A), Example 4, we have a patching diagram

P\Zd, Xx,.. .,X„, Yx~ ,..., Y~ J       =*     A[Xx,...,Xn,Yx,...,Yrtj\

5[Zjit[jîf1,...,AB,Yr1,...,Ym±1]     -    Ag[xx,...,Xn,Yj\...,Y:x]

Patch T on ^[AT,,...,^, Y,*1,...,Ym*'] and a suitable free module T on

¿[ZJJ*,,. . . ,A„, Y,*1,. . . ,Y„j]] via an isomorphism over Ag[Xx,. . . ,X„,

Yj],..., Y^1] to get a projective module P* over ¿[Z,, Xx,.. .,Xn, Yj1,..., Ym±[]

such that

P^P*®A[xx,...,X„,Yjl,...,Ym±l].

Since Tg* — F, by [Su, Theorem 1], P* is free. Thus, T is free.

Note added in proof. Later, the second author has extended Theorem B in a

preprint titled On Projective Rf].. .¡-Modules.
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